
 KS1 Autumn  Spring  Summer 

 Knowledge   

Progression 

Enjoy playing with and using a variety of textiles and fabric. 
 Decorate a piece of fabric using different implements, e.g. fabric 

pens, paints, sticking on buttons etc. 
Have a go at threading a needle. Show experience in simple stitch 

work. 
Show experience in simple weaving: paper, twigs. Show experience 

in fabric collage: layering fabric. 
Use a variety of techniques, e.g. weaving, finger knitting, fabric 

crayons, sewing and binca. 

How to thread a needle, cut, glue and trim material. 

Create images from imagination, experience or observation. 

Use a wide variety of media, including photocopied material,  
fabric, plastic, tissue, magazines, crepe paper, etc. 

Enjoy playing with and using a variety of textiles and fabric. 
 Decorate a piece of fabric using different implements, e.g. fabric 

pens, paints, sticking on buttons etc. 
Have a go at threading a needle. Show experience in simple stitch 

work. 
Show experience in simple weaving: paper, twigs. Show experience 

in fabric collage: layering fabric. 
Use a variety of techniques, e.g. weaving, finger knitting, fabric 

crayons, sewing and binca. 

How to thread a needle, cut, glue and trim material. 

Create images from imagination, experience or observation. 

Use a wide variety of media, including photocopied material,  
fabric, plastic, tissue, magazines, crepe paper, etc. 

Can hold and use drawing tools (pencil, rubbers, crayon, pastels, 
chalk, pen, felt tip) with some control to make marks (from 

observation or imagination). 
Select coloured drawing implements for a purpose. Uses drawing 

tools to make marks, lines and curves. 
 Draw accurate representations of people and objects. 

To talk about their own work 
Use a variety of tools, including pencils, rubbers, crayons, pastels, 

felt tips, charcoal, ballpoints, chalk and other dry media. 
Use a sketch to gather and collect artwork. 

Begin to explore the use of line, shape and colour. 
 

See 3D Form Progression in Transport and Toys  
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Topic Light and Dark 
Collage - Starry Night, Colour strips 

Van Gogh - Starry Night 
In this unit, the children will learn about van 

Gogh's cityscapes, focusing on his most famous 
painting, Starry Night. They will use swirling 

brushstrokes and thick paint to create their own 
night sky. They will also add texture to their 

painting using different materials. 
The children will also produce colour strips, they 

will learn how to make a colour lighter and    
darker by adding white and black. They will then 
find materials which match the different shades 

and add them to their works of art. 

Hot and Cold 

Textiles 
African Artist - Ntombephi Ntobela 

African Inspired Artist - Xenobia Bailey  
Africa is well known for its individual style of art.  

For hundreds of years, African art has been strongly  
influenced and inspired by the environment and natural 

surroundings.  

Geometric patterns are common on fabrics e.g. zigzags 
(to signify that the path in life can be difficult to travel), 

chequerboard, curved lines, spirals and circles. 
Linked with Design and Technology, the children will 

design their own pattern to put on fabric and then make 
a bag for a purpose of their choosing. 

Going Green 
Drawing - 3D Form 

Monet - Chrysanthemums 

In this unit, the children are introduced to 
the Impressionist artist, Claude Monet.    

Inspired by his beautiful Chrysanthemums 
painting, children will draw, then paint 

these colourful flowers.  

They will also make a 3D model of the   
flowers using strips of curled paper. 
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Knowledge   

Progression 

Can hold and use drawing tools (pencil, rubbers, crayon, pastels, 
chalk, pen, felt tip) with some control to make marks (from 

observation or imagination). 
Select coloured drawing implements for a purpose. Uses drawing 

tools to make marks, lines and curves. 
 Draw accurate representations of people and objects. 

To talk about their own work 
Use a variety of tools, including pencils, rubbers, crayons, pastels, 

felt tips, charcoal, ballpoints, chalk and other dry media. 
Use a sketch to gather and collect artwork. 

Begin to explore the use of line, shape and colour. 

Explore malleable media such as clay, papier mache, salt dough, playdoh 
and sand. Impress and apply simple decoration. 

Cut shapes using scissors and other modelling tools. 
 Use tools such as scissors, staplers, clay tools, split pins and shape 

cutters competently and appropriately. 
 Build a construction/ sculpture using a variety of objects from        

observation or imagination e.g. recycled, natural and manmade 
materials. 

 Consider their final outcome before making. 
Manipulate clay in a variety of ways, e.g. rolling, kneading and shaping. 

Explore sculpture with a range of malleable media, especially clay. 
Experiment with, construct and join recycled, natural and man-made 

materials. 
Explore shape and form. 

Enjoy taking rubbings: leaf, brick, coin. Simple pictures by printing 
from objects. 

· Develop simple patterns by using objects. · Enjoy using stencils to 
create a picture. 

Make marks in print with a variety of objects, including natural 
and made objects. 

Carry out different printing techniques e.g. monoprint, block, relief 
and resist printing. 

Making rubbings. 
Build a repeating pattern and recognise pattern in the            

environment. 
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Topic Amazing Me! 

Drawing - Self-Portraits 
Rembrandt 

Children will explore a variety of portraits 
by various artists (Mainly Rembrandt) and 
find out what different materials/styles 

were used to create the portraits. The class 
will have a go at creating  self-portraits. 

 

Transport and Toys 

3D form - Papier Mache Hot Air Balloons 

The children will have the opportunity to make a 

sculpture of a Hot Air Ballon using papier mache. 

They will investigate the different patterns on 

balloons and design a balloon for themselves. 

They will use templates to draw around and cut 

out the shapes for their design. 

 

 

Splash! 
Printing 

Hokussai - The Great Wave 
Hokusai started painting when he was 6 and printed ‘The 

Great Wave’ when he was 70 years old, he produced 

about 30, 000 art works in his life time.  

The children will look at some more of Hokusai’s work. 

And discuss which pictures they prefer. 

The children will create a simple version of this print 

using a variety of materials and printing inks. 

Link to Le Mer By Debussy 

Brockton C.E. Primary School 

2 Year Rolling Program - Art 



Exploring and developing ideas 

(ongoing) 

Look and talk about what they have produced, describing simple techniques and media used. 

Record and explore ideas from first hand observations, experience and imagination. 

Ask and answer questions about the starting points for their work, and develop their ideas. 

Explore the differences and similarities within the work of artists, craftspeople and designers in 

different times and cultures. 

Evaluating and developing work 

(ongoing) 

Review what they and others have done and say what they think and feel about it (e.g. annotate 

sketchbook). 

Identify what they might change in their current work or develop in their future work. 

Breadth of study Work on their own, and collaboratively with others, on projects in 2 and 3 dimensions and on dif-

ferent scales. 

Use ICT. 

Investigate different kinds of art, craft and design. 

Orientation Identify areas of Spiritual, 

Moral, Social and Cultural               

development  

How has the lesson promoted British 

Values?  

SMSC: British Values: Promote further acceptance and harmony between different traditions by enabling    

students to acquire an appreciation of and respect for their own and other cultures.  

Encourage respect for other people.  

An acceptance that other people having different faiths or beliefs to oneself (or having none) should be        

accepted, and should not be the cause of prejudicial or discriminatory behaviour.  


